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Applicability of these Rules
The following specific terms and conditions (our "Casino and Games
Rules") govern your use of all our interactive games (including our virtual
sports) and casino games, products and services on the Service and form
part of Your Agreement as set out in the Terms.
To the extent, there is any inconsistency between the Terms and any of
these Bingo Rules, then the Terms shall prevail.
1. Specific Casino and Games Rules
1.1
If You choose to participate in any betting opportunity, game, survey or
contest and win, by accepting any contest prize or winnings from us, You
consent to the use of Your name, screenname (where applicable), image,
photographs, and general locations for advertising, promotional and news
purposes without additional compensation, except where prohibited by law.
1.2
Save for any specific promotion, which will be subject to gross win limits set
out in that promotion, the maximum gross win in any (consecutive) 24 hour
period is £250,000 (excluding wins of a Progressive Jackpot).
1.3
Due to our archiving policy any bet/game in an un-finished state will
automatically obtain the status of having been ‘lost' after 3 months and all
terms relating to a losing game will apply. All other normal rules and
conditions still apply.
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1.4
You shall have no cause of action and hereby waive any rights or claims
against the software developer of our third party licensed products for any
matter, cause or thing involving Your participation in the games or
otherwise.
1.5
You agree that our third party licensed Casino and Games are for
entertainment value only. You understand and acknowledge that no
monetary bet is necessary or required to play. If You wish to play without
betting money, You may do so in the "play for fun" area only where
available.
1.6
Your interest in our third party licensed Casino and Games and the
Website is considered personal and not professional. Your participation in
our third party licensed Casino and Games is solely for Your own personal
entertainment and any other entrance, access, use or re-use is strictly
prohibited.

2. Interrupted Gaming Policy
2.1
In the event of disconnection:
·
When You reconnect to the casino, click on the game that You were
playing, and You will be prompted to resume Your incomplete/unfinished
game if there was an outstanding action, such as whether to hit or stand in
Blackjack.
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An exception for this is when You are playing any of our live games, which
conclude in real time - therefore any inaction by a player will be taken as
the players choice and the game will continue and end naturally.
For games where no additional action is required from You after placing a
bet, for example with a slot machine, You can check the outcome of the bet
in Your list of bets by going to My Account and looking under Game History.
The disconnection will not have affected Your game, and You will have the
same chance of winning as if You had watched the outcome on Your screen.
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